
TERRA ANDINA LIFESTYLE, SAUVIGNON BLANC, 2017

Wine Introduction

At its core, Terra Andina is free-spirited by nature, exuding the best qualities of South 
America: relentlessly energetic, inherently open-minded, and undeniably social. Terra 
Andina wines are meant to be enjoyed, and above all shared with friends, enriching any 
occasion. Terra Andina’s Chief Winemaker, Eduardo Alemparte, has traveled throughout 
South America, experiencing first-hand how each region’s wine style is interwoven with the 
fabric of its culture. He has drawn inspiration from the diversity of valleys, varieties and 
people in the aim to create the best wines that fully reflect the South American vibe. From 
the bold Andes to the fresh Pacific, the dramatic landscapes of Chile, Argentina and Brazil 
have served as muse for Terra Andina wines. Free-spirited by nature, Terra Andina is 
inspired by the vibrancy of South America.

Tasting Notes

This Sauvignon Blanc is fresh, crisp, and like the Pacific Ocean near the vineyards, 
thoroughly refreshing. You can expect floral notes and a bright, citrusy quality.

Wine Information

Country
Region
Grape
Alcohol
Total Acidity
pH
Closure
Bottle Size
Case Size

Chile
Central Valley
85% Sauvignon Blanc
13.1%
3.65g/L
3.26
Cork
75cl
6 Bottles/ Pack

Winery Background

Terra Andina wines belong to Sur Andino - one of the biggest growers and producers of 
wine from Chile. Sur Andino is also part of Santa Rita Estates, who owns over 200 vineyards 
in all the main wine grape growing regions of the country.

Terra Andina combines the promise and innovation of new world winemaking with the 
tradition and passion of old-world ideals. The resulting wines are as seductive in their fruit 
forward style as they are harmonious in their balance

Sustainability Note

The Santa Rita Estates, which in Chile includes 
Terra Andina winery, received certification that 
validates its vineyards as “Certified Sustainable 
Wine of Chile,” thereby becoming the first of 
the country’s largest wine groups to receive the 
acknowledgement. The certification is yet 
another firm step in the company’s commitment 
to the three pillars of sustainability; the 
environment, social equality, and economic 
viability.Imported & Distributed by Asia Wine Network Myanmar


